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Abstract— The main aim of our project is to develop a HYBRID CYCLE this can be placed in bicycles, for reducing the 

human toil and to save the electric power in Battery and also used to run bicycle intra machine power. So we have fabricated 

this hybrid cycle. The MINI DOOR self-motor and Alternative dynamo which is used in this project, the self-motor get 

power for battery and it is starting to run we have another one alternative dynamo recycling in the power from battery. It is 

used to save time, save power and eco-friendly. It is very usefully for all persons. This project is aimed at removing such 

unwanted strain and save time .one of the greatest problem that the world is facing today is that of environmental pollution. 

Increasing with every passing year and causing grave and irreparable damage to the earth. Environmental pollution namely, 

air, water, soil, noise, and light .the car and motor vehicles are also major contributors to pollution and cause a lot of damage 

to the environment. The project is replaced by automobile vehicle and it controls all pollutions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The hybrid cycle is a Mechanical plus electronic project which is widely used in bicycle work. The automatic work to be 

increased the effort of the manpower (operator) during the less toil in pedal for cycle. This project is aimed at removing such 

unwanted strain and save time. One of the greatest problems that the world is facing today is that of environmental pollution 

increasing with every passing year and causing grave and irreparable damage to the earth. Environmental pollution namely, air, 

water, soil, noise, and light. The car and motor vehicles are part and parcel of our lives. Unfortunately they are also major 

contributors to pollution and cause a lot of damage to the environment the project is replaced by automobile vehicles and it 

control all pollution. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The battery is connected to the 12v dc motor; the motor sprocket is connected to cycle sprocket through to the cycle chine, to 

run the motor. Same time the dynamo is connected to back wheel of the cycle. In cycle running time the dynamo was rotated 

to produce the power, the dynamo is connected to battery, the dynamo produced power is save to the battery, and the saved 

power can used to run motor. In this process run in rotationally. 

III. DESIGN 

 
Fig. 1: Design 

IV. COMPONENTS 

A. Cycle 

A bicycle, often called a bike or cycle, is a human-powered, pedal-driven, single-track vehicle, having two wheels attached to 

a frame, one behind the other. A bicycle rider is called a cyclist. Bicycles were introduced in the 19 th century in Europe and as 

of 2003, more than 1 billion have been produced worldwide, twice as many as the number of automobiles that have been 

produced. They are the principal means of transportation in many regions. 
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Fig. 2: Cycle 

B. Alternative Dynamo 

A dynamo is an electrical generator that produces direct current with the use of a commutator. Dynamos were the first electrical 

generator capable of delivering power for industry, and the foundation upon which many other later electrical-power conversion 

devices were based, including the electric motor, the alternating-current alternator, and the rotary convertor. Today, the simpler 

alternator dominates large scale power generation, for efficiency, reliability and cost reasons. A dynamo has the disadvantages 

of a mechanical commutator. Also, converting alternating to direct current using power rectification devices (vacuum tube or 

more recently solid state) is effective and usually economical. A small electrical generator built into the hub of a bicycle wheel 

to power light is called a hub dynamo, although these are invariably AC devices, [citation needed] and are actually magnetos. 

 
Fig. 3: Dynamo 

C. Self-Motor 

Electric motors operate on three different physical principles- magnetic, electrostatic and piezoelectric. By far the most common 

is magnetic. A frictional horsepower (FHP) Motor has a rating below about 1 horsepower (0.746 kW). Many household and 

industrial motors are in the fractional horsepower class. In this project 12V DC motor, it is running at   speed. The accelerator 

is controlled the speed, to run the bicycle in given considerable speeds.   

 
Fig. 4: Self motors 

D. Battery 

 
Fig. 5: Battery 

It is used to save the power to use for any time.12v18ams battery to use in this process to save the dynamo produced power and 

used for cycle running time in motor work.  
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E. Speedo Meter 

Speedo meter is used to calculate the running speed of the vehicle. The range of (0-60rpm) Speedo meter is used calculate cycle 

running speed in this project 

.  

Fig. 6: Speedo meter 

V. EXTRA SETUP 

The mobile charger, plug point, motor on/off switches, light switches are fixed in dash board in front of the cycle. The extra 

attractive light settings are fully fixed the bicycle; it is easy to on and off. 

VI. WORKING 

The bicycle is extraordinarily efficient in both bio logical and mechanical terms. The bicycle is the most efficient human 

powered means of transportation in terms of energy a person must be expend to travel a given distance. From a Mechanical 

view point, up to 99% of the energy delivered by the rider into the pedals is transmitted to the wheels, although the use of 

gearing mechanism may reduce this by 10-15%. In terms of ratio of cargo transportation. A human traveling on bicycle at low 

to medium speeds of around 16-24km/h(10-15mph)uses only the energy required to walk. Air drag, which is proportional to 

the square of speed, requires dramatically higher power outputs as speeds increase. If the rider is sitting upright, the rider’s 

body creates about 75% of the total drag of the bicycle/rider combination. Drag can be reduced by seating the rider in a more 

aerodynamically streamlined position. Drag can also reduce by covering the bicycle with an aerodynamic fairing. The fastest 

un paced speed on a flat surface is 133.78km/h(83.13mph)In addition , the carbon dioxide generate in the production and 

transportation of the food required by the bicyclist ,per mile traveled ,is less than 1/10 that generated by energy efficient 

motorcars. 

VII. METHODOLOGY 

A. Chain Drive 

A bicycle chain drive is a roller chain that transfers power from the pedals to the drive-wheel of a bicycle, thus propelling it. 

Most bicycle chains are made from plain carbon or alloy steel, but some are nickel-plated to prevent rust, or simply for 

aesthetics. Obsolete chain designs previously used on bicycle included the block chain, the skip-link chain, and the Simpson 

lever chain. Most modern bicycle chains used with a single chain ring and single rear sprocket are conventional industrial 

bushing chain. Until 1980s, most derailleur chains were also bushing chains, but today, virtually all derailleur chains are of the 

“Sedis” bushing less design. Compared to a bushing chain, a bushing less chain is cheaper to make, is less likely to break under 

shifting load, promotes better lubrication flow inside the rollers, and creates more lateral flexibility for multi-geared bicycles. 

However, it also wears much faster and has slightly worse mechanical efficiency than a bushing chain. Early example of chain-

driven bicycles includes the 1869 Guilmet and Meyer, the 1879 Lawson, the 1884 McCammon, and the 1884 Starley Rover. 

Before the safety bicycle, bicycles did not have chain and the pedals were typically attached directly to the drive-wheel, thus 

limiting top speed by the diameter of the wheel and resulting in designs with front wheels as large as possible. Various linkage 

mechanisms were invented to raise the effective gear ratio. But with limited success. Using chain drive allowed the mechanical 

advantage between the drive and driven sprockets to determine the maximum speed, thereby enabling manufacturers to reduce 

the size of the driving wheel for safety. It also allowed for the development of variable gearing, cyclists to adjust their gearing 

to the difficulty of the terrain, on the fly. 

VIII. FEATURE SCOPE 

In addition to vehicles that use two or more different devices for propulsion, some also consider vehicles that use distinct energy 

sources or input types (“fuels”) using the same engine to be hybrids, although to avoid confusion with hybrids as described 

above and use correctly the terms, these are perhaps more correctly described as dual mode vehicle. Some electric trolleybuses 

can switch between an on-board diesel engine and overhead electrical power depending on conditions (see dual mode bus). In 

principle, this could be combined with a battery sub system to create a true plug-in hybrid trolley bus, although as of 2006, on 

such design seems to have been announced. Flexible-fuel vehicles can use a mixture of input fuels mixed in one tank-typically 

gasoline and ethanol, or methanol, or bio butanol. Bi-fuel vehicle: liquefied petroleum gas and natural gas are very different 
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from petroleum or diesel and cannot be used in the same tanks, so it would be impossible to build an (LPG or NG) flexible fuel 

system. Instead vehicles are built with two, parallel, fuel systems feeding one engine. For example, Chevys Silverado 2500 HD, 

which is now on the road, can effortlessly switch between petroleum and natural gas, and offers a range of over 650 miles 

(1,000 km).  While the duplicate tanks cost space in some applications, the increased range, decreased cost of fuel and flexibility 

where (LPG or NG) infrastructure is incomplete may be a significant incentive to purchase. While the US natural gas 

infrastructure is partially incomplete, it is increasing at a fast pace, and already has 2600 CNG stations in place. With a growing 

fueling station infrastructure, a large scale adoption of these bi-fuel vehicles could be seen in the near future. Rising gas prices 

may also push consumers to purchase these vehicles. When gas prices trade around $4.00, the price per MMBTU of gasoline 

is $28.00, compared to natural gas’s $4.00 per MMBTH. On a per unit of energy comparative basic, this makes natural gas 

much cheaper than gasoline. All of these factors are making CNG-Gasoline bi-fuel vehicles very attractive. Some vehicle have 

been modified to use another fuel source if it is available, such as cars modified to run on auto gas (LPG) and diesels modified 

to run on auto gas (LPG) and diesels modified to run on waste vegetable oil that has not been processed into biodiesel. Power-

assist mechanism for bicycles and other human-powered vehicles are also included (see motorized bicycle). 

IX. ADVANTAGES OF HYBRID CYCLES 

Here are few of the advantages of having hybrid vehicles 

 Environmentally friendly: one of the biggest advantages of hybrid vehicle is gasoline powered vehicle is that it runs cleaner 

and has better gas mileage which makes it environmentally friendly. A hybrid vehicle runs on twin powered engine 

(gasoline engine and electric motor) that cuts fuel consumption and conserves energy. 

 Financial benefits: Hybrid cars are supported by many credits and incentives that help to make them affordable. Lower 

annual tax bills and exemption from congestion changes come in the form of less amount of money spent on the fuel. 

 Less dependence on fossil fuel: a hybrid car is much cleaner and requires less fuel to run which less emissions and less 

dependence on fossil fuel. This in turn also helps to reduce the price of gasoline in domestic market. 

 Regenerative braking system: each time you apply brake which d\riving a hybrid vehicle you to recharge your battery a 

little. An internal mechanism kicks in that captures the energy released and uses it to charge the battery which in turn 

eliminates the amount the time and needs for stooping to recharge the battery periodically. 

 Built from light materials: hybrid vehicles are made up of lighter materials which mean less energy is required to run. The 

engine is also smaller and lighter which also saves mush energy. 

 Higher resale value: with continuous increase in price of gasoline, more and more people are turning towards hybrid cars. 

The result is that these green vehicles have started commanding higher than average rescales values. So, case you are not 

satisfied with your vehicle, you can always sell it at a premium price to buyers looking for it. 

X. DISADVANTAGES OF HYBRID VEHICLES 

Here are few of the disadvantages of a hybrid vehicle 

 Less power: Hybrid cars are twin powered engine. The gasoline engine which is primary source of power is much smaller 

as compared to what you get in single engine powered car and electric motor is less power. The combined power of both 

is often less than that of gas powered engine. It is therefore suited for city driving and not for speed and acceleration. 

 Poorer Handling: a hybrid car house a gasoline powered engine, a lighter electric engine and a pack of powerful batteries. 

This adds weight and eats up the extra space in the car. Extra weight result in fuel inefficiency and manufacturers cut down 

weight which has resulted in motor and battery downsizing and less support in the suspension and body. 

 Higher Maintenance costs: the presence of dual engine, continuous improvement in technology, and higher maintenance 

cost can make it difficult for mechanics to repair the car. It is also difficult to find a mechanic with such an expertise. 

 Presence of high voltage in batteries: in case of an accident, the high voltage present inside the batteries can prove lethal 

for you. There is a high chance of you getting electrocuted in such cases which can also make the task difficult for rescuers 

to get other passenger and driver out of the car.    

XI. CONCLUSIONS 

The project carried out by us made an impressing task in the field of automobile field. This project will reduce the cost involved 

in the concern. Project has been designed to perform the entire requirement task at the shortest time available. 
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